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Richard Stow joined the Coordinated Assistance Network (CAN) as Director of Communications
and Partner Relations in 2020. Richard’s vast experience in corporate sales and establishing
meaningful relationships are instrumental in expanding the reach of the CAN platform across
the United States.
Prior to joining the CAN, Richard worked with companies in nearly every state while focusing on
growing company market share through researching markets, identifying new business
opportunities, training management staff, and implementing marketing campaigns. His
production ultimately led to executive management where he became the regional operations
manager for MagicOne where he also increased business by over 5,000%, in addition to
establishing a customer service rating the company had not achieved on their own.
With the CAN, Richard focuses on existing non-profit partners and their clients, as well as
increasing the exposure of the Coordinated Assistance Network to a broader population
through dynamic story telling. As the CAN moves into the larger social service sector, his
compassion for people and their differences, will strengthen the mission of the organization to
make other people’s lives better.
The CAN will leverage Richard’s experience in product knowledge, development, as well as
public speaking, and training. As the CAN continues to expand and work with communities
across the U.S., Richard’s intuition, ethics, and intelligence will undoubtedly create sustainable
growth and lasting relationships.
Richard is no stranger to giving back. For several years, he coached youth football where he
mentored young athletes. As a coach, he facilitated communication, self-expression, and
provided support for kids who feel maligned by society, especially during the transitional stage
of early adulthood. He is the father of 4 amazing young adult children and lives in the Tampa
Bay area where he continues to lead others where the opportunity is presented.

